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Abstract. Learning Analytics is a complex phenomenon that has to consider the
collection and analysis of information about learners together with the need to
allow educators to manage and process it. The current work presents an
instructional perspective to deal with such analytical complexity in a computer
education context enabling a simple and versatile processing of different
learning data sources. Tested courses reveal the potential of this perspective
using tools to diagnose and visualize different learning analysis scenarios.
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1 Introduction
Learning Analytics (LA) is a complex phenomenon that deals with “the measurement,
collection, analysis and reporting of data about learners and their contexts” [1]. LA
cannot be “blind” in the sense it neglects the educational context in which
measurement or analysis are developed. In the current work, Computer Science
education is addressed as a discipline that has traditionally been object of this kind of
analytics processes. For example, student logging and behavior have been analyzed in
introductory programming courses [2], predictions of students’ performance have
been based on data collected in their computing courses that can be used by educators
[3], metrics have been proposed to quantify the rate of student errors and detect if he
or she is struggling with important programming concepts [4], control-flow
mechanisms have been set up for analysing students’ progress [5] and analysing the
process data of students have provided educators with insights about students' patterns
of programming [6].
Gašević et al [7] reminded us about the LA focus on learning and how
“computational aspects of learning analytics must be well integrated within the
existing educational research”. In a similar line, authors in [8] advocate for taking into
account instructional conditions when applying learning analytics. The book
“Developing Effective Educational Experiences through Learning Analytics” [9]
describes a practical view about the adoption of data mining and analysis techniques
in academic institutions to improve the outcome of student learning. Moreover, the
role of learning analytics in future education models [10] demands that the applied
use of student learning data in this context can further assist teachers and help
improve practice. Accordingly, instructional methods concerning Computer Science
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education have to be considered in order to configure the specific learning scenarios
where LA techniques and tools can be deployed. The current work introduces an
instructional perspective that intends to match those educational issues present in
different Computing teaching settings with the collected data and analysis processes
that can be performed with them.
The presented perspective concerns the multiple learning scenarios and
instructional methods that are present in Computer Science education. For example, a
strong practice lab component or problem-based approaches are usually addressed in
computing curricula [11]. Moreover, such perspective has to be close to students and
lecturers who are the main actors in these educational settings. Therefore, a practical
and simple LA approach has to be provided that allow Computing lectures to easily
formulate learning analytical questions about the academic outcomes familiar to them
and get an understandable answer back. That means a selection of LA tools with no
programming requirements, and supporting an intuitive deployment and delivering
visual graphical reports. After obtaining a broad view of the stated problem and its
solution, a more detailed analysis could be performed.
The remainder of the work is structured as follows. Section 2 describes some
related works to the application of practical learning analytics is a Computing
education context. Section 3 introduces an instructional perspective that intends to
link traditional methods used when teaching computing issues with those activities
and assessment mechanisms which enable an LA treatment. A case study dealing with
three computing courses is presented in section 4 together with their Results in the
section 5. Finally, some Conclusions and further works are drawn.

2 Related works
As mentioned in [12], the overall LA process is an iterative cycle structured in three
major steps: i) data collection and pre-processing, ii) analytics and action, and iii)
post-processing. The current work focuses on the first step addressed to gather
information that can be relevant for specific instructional methods in a Computing
educational context. Baker & Siemens [13] remarked the importance of using more
simple and intuitive tools to make LA accessible to a wide range of educators. They
commented that analytical tools in the early 2000s were technically complex but
recent versions of programs such as RapidMiner 1, SPSS 2 or SAP 3 are easy to use by
individuals with low-level technical knowledge. Even, popular tools like Microsoft
Excel or the more recent Tableau Software 4 have incorporated visualization and
analytical features very powerful but simple to use. There are learning analytics tools
addressed to Engineering Education [14] or specialized to visualize Computer Science
Teamwork [15] but instead, this work is oriented towards exploring the use of generic
tools such as Excel and Tableau to take advantage of their functionalities in order to
get a fast processing view of spreadsheet datasets.
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This simplicity is the main advantage of this kind of analytical tools since they
allow educators to manage their data in a quite easy way and obtain a first overall
view that can be further refined. There are some proposals about the use of log data
downloaded in Excel for further manipulation through various formulae and pivot
tables [16] and the deployment of Excel Pivot Tables [17]. Similarly, Tableau has
been used to get a visual perspective of academic analytics at the University of
Phoenix [18] and Friesen [19] also remarked its use combined with SAP as analytic
tool. At the end, the final purpose can be to provide lecturers with tools that allow
them to get rapid answers from questions about the learning performance in their
specific educational scenarios. Several works have been addressed to build
“dashboards” to support such response process enabling the collection of data and
presenting it to instructors and students with the aim to “positively influence learning
outcomes and retention”. For instance, VizDeck [20] a sample of web-based tool for
exploratory visual analytics is presented. Olivares [21] also proposed a user-centered,
learning dashboard tailored for computing courses extended with the OSBLE+ tool.
However, this kind of dashboards is sometimes rather inflexible and it is necessary to
trade-off between analytics power and the versatility required to analyze the impact of
different instructional methods in specific learning settings.

3 Instructional perspective
A wide range of instructional methods is quite common in the Computer Science
educational context. Caspersen & Bennedsen [22] introduced a learning theoretic
approach for instructional design of a programming course. The proposed Guide to
Teaching Computer Science [11] remarks the importance of an activity-based
approach in such discipline. This guide describes strategies for promoting problemsolving skills, assessing learning processes or dealing with pupils’ misunderstandings.
Such teaching strategies can be used as key issues to explore different ways in which
learning analytics could address them. For example, by providing information about
lab-based tasks for solving problems, project work assignments, assessment activities
or questions asked by students. More recently, Zendler and Klaudt [23] also reviewed
some of the most appropriate methods for computer science teaching. Lab centered
instruction [24], or project works [25] are some of these instructional methods
examples. In all these methods, there is a wide range of learning activities which can
be tracked and analyzed. Such activities are complemented with assessment strategies
either formative or summative designed to evaluate them. Table 1 shows a list of
instructional methods, which display possible activities that can be proposed by
lecturers (and potentially done by students) together with assessment mechanisms and
learning outcomes that could be tracked. For example, in a Direct Instruction method,
lecturers usually impart knowledge or demonstrate a skill by transmitting some ideas
or concepts. In this instructional context, learning activities consist of lectures or
demonstrations which can be assessed in a formative way (e.g. using multiple-choice
questions) or through a final examination. Besides these assessment results, other
outcomes can be tracked such as the accesses to didactic resources (e.g. a video
recording or a file document) or the classroom attendance.

Table 1. Instructional methods and learning items to be tracked.
Instructional method
Direct instruction

Interactive instruction
Experiential instruction
Collaborative
/cooperative learning

Teaching activities
Presentation & Lecture
Demonstration
Problem-solving
Seminar / Debates /
Case studies
Drill and practice /
Hand-on lab tasks
Project
elaboration
stages
/Project
presentation

Assessment
Quizzes / Exams

Outcomes
Access
to
didactic
resources/
classroom
attendance list
Formative feedback / Messages from students /
classroom exercises classroom work tracking
Assignment review / Assignment access and
workout appraisal
task submission
Project templates / Access to project resources
rubrics
/ submission of project
deliveries

Once teaching actions, assessment results and other potential outcomes have been
identified, it should be easy for the lecturer to ask herself or himself what are the
learning items to be analyzed. However, this a cumbersome process and, many times,
bounded by the available information [26]. In the current case, LA sources are mainly
based on collecting data from e-learning platforms (e.g. a Learning Management
System) but also institutional tools that register exam grades or student attendance
lists can be used. The key is to have information about learning activities that can be
easily managed and processed using simple tools. Spreadsheets either in text or excel
formats are able to meet these requirements since they are mostly used to export data
from e-learning platforms and visualize these data items. Once detected these data
sources, the next step would consist of trying to find potential connections among
them and perform an initial analysis using visual LA tools.

3 Case study
The proposed instructional perspective has been tested in a Computing Bachelor
degree within three courses dealing with different disciplines and instructional
methods. A first-year course called Computer Technology (CT) is addressed as a core
subject taught during the spring term to more than 500 enrolled students. During the
second year an Operating System (OS) course is taught to about 400 students also as
core subject, and finally, a Project Management (PM) course is taught in the third
year. These three courses are all compulsory but they address very different topics
using several instructional methods and teaching strategies. Lectures are a common
instrument for transmitting knowledge (direct instruction) but according with the
topic complexity they are complemented with specific mechanisms to tackle such
complexity. For example, the use of a mobile app to solve quizzes and to get a quick
view about the student level of knowledge in Computer Technology as it is show in
Fig1. The OS course deals with programming skills and therefore, hands-on lab tasks
are a crucial resource in this context. In the case of the PM course, learning activities
are focused on collaborative tasks oriented towards the documentation of the different
steps of a software project development.

Fig. 1. Use of the Socrative app (https://www.socrative.com/) to test CT contents.

4 Results
Results from the proposed case study are described in this section that displays some
charts obtained using the Tableau software. These charts stem from data collected in
the case courses and they show the potential of such tool to analyse them according to
specific instructional issues. First, the CT course is addressed to compare learning
outcomes in an interactive instruction scenario. Fig. 2 shows a chart displaying the
average examination grades for a set of course groups. The red square in the chart
reports about grades in two groups that worked with the Socrative mobile app to
enhance the classroom interaction.

Fig. 2 CT exam average grades.

Fig. 3 CT correlation analysis.
Meanwhile, Fig. 3 shows a scatter diagram that represents the relationship between
average scores in the quizzes carried in the classroom, concerning units 1 and 2
(ClassQuizzes U1U2), and the grades obtained in the official examination for the
same units (Exam1P17), which is common for all the groups. These figures apply
only to the 47 students belonging to those groups regularly using Socrative (1G1 and
1G2 represented in Fig. 2). In this case, a positive correlation is observed between
both variables, although is not very high (the Pearson correlation coefficient r is 0,53
with a p-value = 0,00024). Fig. 4 shows a zoomed image of the red square displayed
on the scatter diagram of Fig. 3.

Fig. 4 Zoom image of the CT correlation scatter diagram.

Next, a project-based instructional scenario has been checked in the PM course.
Fig. 5 shows a screenshot of the Tableau tool that displays the connection among
different data sources such as the accesses to project resources, students’ scores or
project group information. Fig. 6 shows part of bar chart that represents the number of
accesses to project resources by group using the Tableau functionality of “calculated
fields”.

Fig. 5 PM course data.

Fig. 6 Number of accesses to PM resources.

5 Conclusions
The current work has presented an instructional perspective about the use of learning
analytics tools that intends to combine the focus on several teaching actions and
student outcomes together with the simplicity to process them by using popular tools
such as Microsoft Excel or Tableau. The purpose is far from obtaining a fancy or
detailed view about collected learning data but rather to get a first visual impression
over them. In a future many instructors and educators maybe could become “data
scientists” but at the present time, they mostly lack the technical knowledge and
expertise to carry out a complex learning analytics process, even in a Computer

Science education context like the one addressed in the current paper. The computing
courses tested in this work show the potential of this kind of analytical tools to deal
with multiple types of instructional methods and settings allowing users to collect and
display learning information in an easy and simple way. Further works plan to offer a
systematic and rigorous guide to computing educators who need a fast and
understandable overview of their learning scenarios and those data sources that
feature them.
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